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Introductions
Minnesota Office of the Legislative Auditor

The Legislative Auditor, Jim Nobles, oversees the office’s two divisions: The Financial Audit
Division (36 FTE) and the Program Evaluation Division (17 FTE). IT Audit (2 FTE) is within the
Financial Audit Division.
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Objectives
•
•
•
•

Introduction to APIs
Common risks and controls
Potential audit steps
Resources
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Application Program Interface (API)
• APIs are everywhere – focus today will be web API
• Client / Server – structure request with a structure response
Analogy: the Waiter (messenger) between customer and cook in kitchen
(Mulesoft)

• API Endpoints – Usually, it is a specific address (for example,
https://newssite.com/topnews)
• HTTP, REST, GraphQL, JSON, XML, OAuth
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Image from https://www.studytonight.com/post/understanding-what-api-is-and-how-it-works

Types of APIs
• There are four main types of APIs:
–
–
–
–

Open APIs: Also known as Public APIs - generally no restrictions to access.
Partner APIs: Needs specific rights or licenses in order to access.
Internal APIs: Also known as Private APIs, only to be used inside the organization.
Composite APIs: Combines different data and service APIs. Often a sequence of tasks.

• All need good documentation (Information on API – endpoints, methods,
schema, type of request, authentication, rate limits, responses)
• Airline travel / Hotel booking sites
• Government Motor Vehicle Applications
– Pay my registration fees/taxes
– EVTR

• Identity Proofing Citizens for Public Assistance
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Identity Proofing Using DMV License Data

Identity Proofing
Services
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Minnesota Eligibility Technology System (METS)
Applicant

At time of application and change of
circumstance, provides the state with personal,
demographic, citizenship, and income data.

MN Child Support
Enforcement
At time of application,
provides data regarding
alimony payments the
applicant or a household
member may receive.

Equifax
For individuals whose
employers send data to
Equifax, Equifax provides
METS with employer
information, employment
details, and income data.

METS

Queries the federal data
hub, DEED, and other state systems
using information provided by the
applicant, including an individual’s
name, date of birth, and social
security number or noncitizen data.

Federal Data
Services Hub

Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services

Internal Revenue
Service
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Provides METS with
individual tax filing status,
individual and household
income information, and
dependent verification.

MN Department of
Employment and
Economic Developmenta
At time of application, provides
METS with quarterly state wage
and unemployment data.

Social Security
Administration
Provides METS with data to verify
social security number, deceased
individuals, U.S. citizenship status,
incarceration status and information,
and SSA Title II income data.

Department of
Homeland Security
Provides METS with immigration
information from the Systematic Alien
Verification for Entitlements Program
(SAVE), such as U.S. citizenship status,
lawful presence, grant status, and
sponsorship information.
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REST APIs
•
•
•
•
•

Most web APIs are known as REST APIs
Representational State Transfer
Architectural style for networked applications
Relies on a stateless protocol, most always HTTP
Can be used with most programming languages
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HTTP Methods
•
•
•
•

GET: Retrieve data from server
POST: Adds new data to server
PUT: Updates/changes existing data on a server
DELETE: Deletes data on a server
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HTTP Basics
Headers

• Accept (content type)
• Authentication

Method

•
•
•
•

Url
Body

GET
POST
PUT
DELETE

• Address for resource
• Optional parameters
• For PUT and POST
operations

https://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/ehchua/programming/webprogramming/HTTP_Basics.html
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API Authentication
The Three Most Common API Authentication Methods
Strong
• Basic authentication: You send your username/password
alongside every API call.
• API Key: The service creates a unique key (string of letters
and numbers) for your account and you pass it alongside
every request.
• OAuth: A user clicks on a sign-in button, grants permission,
and your app can authenticate each request with an
access_token

Strongest
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Why do we care? What can go wrong?
“As we move forward into 2020, we believe that APIs are the most vulnerable
attack vector for large-scale data breaches. “

• Confidentiality:

https://nationalcybersecurity.com/cybersecurity-hackerspace-now-is-the-time-to-focus-on-api-security/

– Does the waiter need to know my SSN or health reasons for ordering certain
foods? Does the waiter need to know the trade secret recipes for certain dishes?
– Can anyone see my drivers license or home address?

• Integrity:

– What if the waiter changes my order or errors in the delivery of the message?
– Can citizens change the tax/fees that are owed?

• Availability:

– Where is my waiter; why is it taking so long? Did my waiter forget to submit my
order?
– Can too many requests slow down the system?
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Common Controls
• Interface control documents
• Authentication and authorization
– Privileges of user/interface
• Least Privilege/Role Based

•
•
•
•
•

– Firewalls limit access to authorized connections

Throttling/rate limiting
Transit security (SSL/TLS/HTTPS)
Cookie settings
Logging and monitoring
Strong development and testing practices
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OWASP API Security Project
Focuses on strategies and solutions to understand and mitigate
the unique vulnerabilities and security risks of APIs.
https://owasp.org/www-project-api-security/
• API Security Top 10
Broken Object Level Authorization

Mass Assignment

Broken User Authentication

Security Misconfiguration

Excessive Data Exposure

Injection

Lack of Resources & Rate Limiting

Improper Assets Management

Broken Function Level Authorization

Insufficient Logging & Monitoring
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Attendance code break
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Broken Object Level Authorization
• Object level authorization checks should be considered in every
function that accesses a data source using an input from the user.
Example Attack Scenarios
• An e-commerce platform for online stores provides revenue charts
for their hosted shops. Inspecting the browser requests, an attacker
can identify the API endpoints used as a data source for those
charts and their pattern /shops/{shopName}/revenue_data.json.
– With a simple script to manipulate the names in the list, replacing
{shopName} in the URL, the attacker gains access to the sales data of
thousands of e-commerce stores.
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Preventing Broken Object Level Authorization
• Implement a proper authorization mechanism that relies on
the user policies and hierarchy.
• Perform authorization on all calls.
• Use random and unpredictable values as GUIDs for record IDs.
• Perform authorization testing.
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Broken User Authentication
• Poorly implemented API authentication allows attackers to assume other
users’ identities.
Use case
• Unprotected APIs that are considered “internal”
• Weak authentication that does not follow industry best practices
• Weak API keys that are not rotated
• Passwords that are weak, plain text, encrypted, poorly hashed, shared, or
default passwords
• Authentication susceptible to brute force attacks and credential stuffing
• Credentials and keys included in URLs
• Lack of access token validation
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Preventing Broken User Authentication
• Check all possible ways to authenticate to all APIs.
• APIs for password reset and one-time links also allow users to
authenticate, and should be protected just as rigorously.
• Use standard authentication, token generation, password storage,
and multi-factor authentication (MFA).
• Use short-lived access tokens.
• Authenticate your apps (so you know who is talking to you).
• Use stricter rate-limiting for authentication, and implement lockout
policies and weak password checks.
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Excessive Data Exposure
• The API may expose a lot more data than what the client
legitimately needs, relying on the client to do the filtering. If
attackers go directly to the API, they have it all.
Example Attack Scenarios
• When visitors to a facility arrive, a security guard utilizes an API
to the human resource system to look up employees of the
organization and their contact information. While the client
GUI shows just the employee name and number, the actual API
response contains SSN and pay rates for the employees.
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Preventing Excessive Data Exposure
• Never rely on the client side to filter sensitive data.
• Carefully define schemas for all the API responses.
• Review the responses from the API to make sure they contain only
legitimate data.

– Classify sensitive and personally identifiable information (PII), reviewing all
API calls returning such information to see if these responses pose a
security issue.
– Implement DLP filters

• Enforce response checks to prevent accidental leaks of data or
exceptions
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API Gateways
Typically performs the following functions:
• Serving as an inline proxy point of control over
APIs.
• Verifying the identity associated with API requests
through credential and token validation, as well
as other authentication means.
• Determining which traffic is authorized to pass
through the API to backend services.
• Metering the traffic flowing through the APIs
using rate limiting and throttling.
• Logging all transactions and applying runtime
policies to enforce governance.
• Providing last-mile security to the backend
services that power the APIs.
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Auditing APIs
• What are audit objectives?
• What is level of audit?
• What are skills and capabilities of audit team?
– Interview and checklist vs. auditor verified controls (Pentest)
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Audit Tests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is purpose of API? What documentation exists?
How is authentication and authorization handled?
Are there any limits to number of requests?
Are requests and responses encrypted during transit?
What cookies are used and when do they expire?
How are API actions logged? Do they contain useful information?
What secure coding practices are used?
What system testing was performed on the APIs?
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API Security Testing Tools/Resources
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Conclusion
• More informed on what an API is, how they are used, and be
aware of some common terms.
• Introduced common vulnerabilities and compensating controls.
• Better prepared to audit APIs.
• Introduced some helpful resources.
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Questions?
Joe.Sass@state.mn.us
Mark.Mathison@state.mn.us
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